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We derive the timescale for two initially pure subsystems to become entangled with each other
through an arbitrary Hamiltonian that couples them. The entanglement timescale is inversely
proportional to the “correlated uncertainty” between the two subsystems, a quantity which we will
define and analyze in this paper. Our result is still applicable when one of the subsystems started in
an arbitrarily mixed state, thus it generalizes the well-known “decoherence timescale” while coupled
to a thermal state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is one of the most intriguing
properties of quantum mechanics. From the kinemat-
ics alone, one can already derive surprisingly universal
results such as the violation of Bell Inequality and the
monogamy of entanglement [1]. In this paper, we will
take a step toward a universal result in the dynamics—
the entanglement timescale.
Specifically, we will study two subsystems which
started in a pure, product state.
|Ψ(t = 0)〉 = |φ〉A
⊗
|ψ〉B . (1)
They then evolve to become entangled with each other
through couplings in the Hamiltonian.
H =
∑
n
An
⊗
Bn . (2)
Since any Hamiltonian of the full system can be writ-
ten as a sum of tensor products of subsystem operators,
Eq. (2) is completely general.
We will show that there is a well-defined, universal
timescale in this problem.
T−2ent =
∑
m,n
(〈AmAn〉 − 〈Am〉〈An〉) (〈BmBn〉 − 〈Bm〉〈Bn〉) .
(3)
This indicates how fast the two subsystems become en-
tangled with each other.
The physical meaning of Eq. (3) is more obvious if we
consider a simpler system.
Htot = HA +HB +OAOB . (4)
Here, the two subsystems are minimally coupled. Eq. (3)
then gives a simple answer.
Tent = (∆OA∆OB)
−1 . (5)
Here ∆OA and ∆OB are the standard definition of the
quantum uncertainties of the corresponding observables
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in the initial state. Thus, the simple and important lesson
here is that entanglement between two subsystems
are due to the quantum uncertainty of their cou-
pling. The quantity inside the square-root of Eq. (3) can
be understood as a nontrivial generalization of quantum
uncertainty. We will call it correlated quantum un-
certainty and explain a few of its properties in Sec.III.
The dynamics of entanglement has always been an ac-
tive research topic. It is closely related to the famous
decoherence problem of quantum mechanics [2]. A pure
state will demonstrate a lot of intriguing quantum prop-
erties. Only an entangled subsystem will behave mani-
festly classically. Since most of the observations we make
in this world are consistent with classical behaviors, it
is important to understand how most of the subsystems
become entangled with each other. Some even argued
that this is closely related to consciousness and free-will
[3]. A natural challenge in such study is that the full
system is absolutely macroscopic. It is often impractical
or impossible to explicitly model it. A well-known result
is the decoherence timescale when coupled to a thermal
environment [4]. That can be viewed as a special case
of the general entanglement timescale we derived here.
Hopefully, our more general result it can help to shed
some new light on this long-standing topic.
A more modern motivation to study the dynamics of
entanglement is quantum computing. One would like a
subsystem to stay not entangle with the environment as
long as possible to perform a quantum computation [5].
Our result may help to derive a universal bound on how
well can that be done.
Our main motivation is to study the unitarity problem
for quantum field theory (QFT) in curved spacetime. It
is widely believed that the true theory of quantum grav-
ity exists, and the geometry can ultimately be described
by some wave-function formalism. Therefore, it is by-
definition possible for the wave-function of particles in
QFT to become entangled with the geometry. Unfor-
tunately, without an actually well-established theory of
quantum gravity, it is difficult to study such entangle-
ment. The hope is that since our result does not rely on
any specific assumptions of the subsystems, it may even-
tually provide a way to circumvent this obstacle. One
might be able to still learn something about the unitarity
loss of QFT without knowing the exact theory of quan-
2tum gravity.
The rest of the paper goes like the following. In Sec.II,
we will present the derivation of Eq. (3). In Sec.III, we
discuss the properties of correlated quantum uncertainty.
In Sec.IV, we will discuss the general implication and
future directions to further generalize our result.
II. THE ENTANGLEMENT TIMESCALE
A. The Entanglement Measure
As stated in the introduction, we will consider a gen-
eral Hamiltonian and a pure product state.
H =
∑
n
Hn =
∑
n
An
⊗
Bn , (6)
ρ(0) = ρA(0)
⊗
ρB(0) . (7)
1 Being a pure state, we have trA(ρ
2
A) = trA(ρA) = 1 in
the beginning. As the system evolves, its purity, trA(ρ
2
A)
will start to decrease. We will monitor the entanglement
by keeping track of how the value of its purity evolves.
There are other quantities which can also keep track
of entanglement, such as the von Neumann entropy. We
chose to monitor purity for a few reasons. First of all, it
is mathematically simple.
The more physical reason is that knowing how purity
deviates from 1 actually teaches us a lot more implicit
lessons. Let us write down the eigenvalues of ρA as
λ1 = (1 − ǫ) , λi>1 = ǫi ,
N∑
i=2
ǫi = ǫ , (8)
where N is the Hilbert space dimension of subsystem
A. When all ǫi’s are small, the dynamics of purity is
controlled by how ǫ grows with time. In fact, all Renyi-n
entropies with integer n ≥ 2 are dominated by the same
behaviour of ǫ. Thus studying purity is already covering
a large portion of the full entanglement spectrum.
In fact, this is also sufficient to provide bounds on
the entanglement entropy, which depends on the Hilbert
space dimension N .
SA ≥ −(1− ǫ) ln(1− ǫ)− ǫ ln ǫ , (9)
SA ≤ −(1− ǫ) ln(1− ǫ)− ǫ ln ǫ+ ǫ ln(N − 1) . (10)
As we can see, when ǫ < N−1, this is a relatively small
range. Thus knowing the initial dynamics of ǫ also tells us
almost everything about entanglement entropy, at least
for a while.
1 The total Hamiltonian has to be Hermitian, but the individual
subsystem operators An and Bn need not be.
B. Dynamics
d
dt
trA(ρ
2
A)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(11)
= i trA
[
trB(Hρ− ρH) trBρ+ trBρ trB(Hρ− ρH)
]
= i
∑
n
trB(BnρB)
[
trA(Anρ
2
A)− trA(ρ
2
AAn)
]
= 0 .
It is straightforward to see that as long as the total den-
sity matrix takes the product form, the time derivative
is always zero. That is because when the two subsystems
are not entangled, trA(ρ
2
A) is already at its maximal value
allowed by the dynamics.
Thus, starting from an unentangled system, the non-
trivial dynamics of entanglement comes from the second
derivative.
d2
dt2
trA(ρ
2
A)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(12)
= −trA
{
2
[
trB(Hρ− ρH)
]2
+trBρ trB(H
2ρ− 2HρH + ρH2)
+trB(H
2ρ− 2HρH + ρH2) trBρ
}
= −4
∑
m,n
(
trA(ρ
2
AAmAn)− trA(AmρAAnρA)
)
(
trB(BmBnρB)− trB(BmρB) trB(BnρB)
)
.
When the subsystem A starts in a pure state, we can
use two properties to simplify the above result. First of
all, that allows us to use ρ2A = ρA. Secondly, we can go
into the basis that ρijA = δ1iδ1j . In this basis, it becomes
obvious that
trA(AmρAAnρA) = A
11
mA
11
n = trA(AnρA) trA(AmρA) .
(13)
Therefore, the second derivative takes a symmetric, uni-
versal form.
d2
dt2
trA(ρ
2
A)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= (14)
− 4
∑
m,n
(
〈AmAn〉 − 〈Am〉〈An〉
)(
〈BmBn〉 − 〈Bm〉〈Bn〉
)
.
This implies that the evolution near t = 0 is given by
trAρ
2
A ≈ 1− 2ǫ ≈ 1− 2
t2
T 2ent
+ ...... , (15)
with the entanglement timescale Tent defined in Eq. (3).
3III. CORRELATED QUANTUM
UNCERTAINTY
Let us take a closer look at the R.H.S. of Eq. (14). We
will define the summed quantity as correlated quan-
tum uncertainty between the two subsystems.
∆2AB =
∑
m,n
(
〈AmAn〉−〈Am〉〈An〉
)(
〈BmBn〉−〈Bm〉〈Bn〉
)
.
(16)
Such a name is motivated by its several properties. First
of all, all terms with m = n are directly related to the
standard definition of quantum uncertainties of the sub-
system operators.
(
〈A2n〉 − 〈An〉
2
)(
〈B2n〉 − 〈Bn〉
2
)
= (∆An)
2(∆Bn)
2 .
(17)
Note that this is not equal to the quantum uncertainty
of the coupling term An
⊗
Bn. One obvious difference is
that as long as either one of the subsystem operator has
zero uncertainty, Eq. (17) vanishes, but the uncertainty
of the entire coupling term does not have to vanish. Like-
wise, the correlated quantum uncertainty is also not just
the quantum uncertainty of the total Hamiltonian. The
summation over m and n shows that it depends crucially
on the subsystem separation.
Another obvious property is that, as long as one sub-
system operator is proportional to the identity operator,
then such term vanishes in the correlated quantum un-
certainty.
〈AmI〉 − 〈Am〉〈I〉 = 0 . (18)
That means the “self-Hamiltonian” of either subsystems
does not contribute to the correlated uncertainty. Only
a coupling term, in which both An and Bn are non-
trivial, will contribute. This also means that if one
adds a constant to any subsystem operator, for exam-
ple An → (An + a), the correlated uncertainty does
not change. Combine the two properties above, we get
the entanglement timescale for minimally coupled sub-
systems as stated in the introduction, Eq. (5).
We know that the second derivative of trA(ρ
2
A) must
be negative, since its value is already at maximum. Such
fact is not obvious from the last line of Eq. (14). Al-
though the diagonal terms with m = n must be positive,
the cross terms can be negative. Here we will quickly
prove that the entire sum is indeed positive definite.
∑
m,n
(
〈AmAn〉 − 〈Am〉〈An〉
)(
〈BmBn〉 − 〈Bm〉〈Bn〉
)
=
∑
m,n
(∑
i
A1imA
i1
n −A
11
mA
11
n
)(∑
j
B1jmB
j1
n −B
11
mB
11
n
)
=
6=1∑
i,j
(∑
m
A1imB
1j
m
)(∑
n
Ai1n B
j1
n
)
=
6=1∑
i,j
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m
A1imB
1j
m
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≥ 0 . (19)
2 We have simply expanded in the basis that ρijA = ρ
ij
B =
δ1iδ1j .
3 Thus, we conclude that for pure, product states,
the correlated quantum uncertainty is positive definite,
just like the standard quantum uncertainty.
We can further rewrite the last line of Eq. (19) into the
following form.
∆2AB =
6=1∑
i,j
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m
A1imB
1j
m
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
6=1∑
i,j
∣∣∣H(1i)(1j)∣∣∣2 (20)
=
∑
i,j
H(1i)(1j)H(i1)(j1) −
∑
i
H(1i)(11)H(i1)(11)
−
∑
j
H(11)(1j)H(11)(j1) + (H(11)(11))2
= 〈H2〉AB − 〈〈H〉
2
B〉A − 〈〈H〉
2
A〉B + 〈H〉
2
AB .
This highlights the role of subsystem separation in the
definition of correlated quantum uncertainty.
IV. DISCUSSION
We should remind the readers that the full dynamics
of entanglement can be very complicated. The only rea-
son why we get a universal behavior is that we started
from a rare and the simplest situation—a pure, product
state. Entanglement will grow as we predicted initially,
but higher-order terms in Eq. (15) can become relevant
anytime, even before Tent.
For example, we can choose an initial state such that
the correlated quantum uncertainty vanishes, ∆AB = 0.
Applying our result na¨ıvely, we have Tent =∞. It simply
means that the higher order terms in Eq. (15) becomes
2 In the last line, we seemed to have used the property that these
matrices are Hermitian. Actually they do not have to be. With-
out loss of generality, we can choose to rewrite the product-sum
Hamiltonian in pairs with A2n = A
†
2n+1
and B2n = B
†
2n+1
. It
is then just a simple relabeling of dummy variables.
3 The two subsystems may not have the same Hilbert-space di-
mensions. However, when they are in pure states, we can still
put both of them into the same simple form.
4relevant right away. Another calculation is required to
understand their dynamics. At very least, higher order
terms should include the contribution from [H,∆AB]. It
tells us that ∆AB can first evolve into nonzero values,
which in turn allows the two subsystems to become en-
tangled.
Even when Tent is finite, it is in-principle possible to
have higher order terms to kick in before Tent, and even
conspire to prohibit the growth of entanglement. Nev-
ertheless, we think such arrangement, if indeed possible,
is highly contrived. The fully nonlinear evolution of en-
tanglement has been studied in several examples with
minimal couplings. They have all shown a clear agree-
ment with our result. Entanglement basically approaches
maximum in a timescale inversely proportional to the
quantum uncertainty [6–8]. Thus, we advocate that two
coupled subsystems generically will become significantly
entangled at the entanglement timescale.
There is another interesting direction to generalize our
result. During our derivation in Sec.II, we actually did
not use the fact that the subsystem states are pure before
Eq. (13). In fact, we only needed to assume that subsys-
tem A is in a pure state to reach Eq. (16). Thus, Eq. (16)
is valid even if subsystem B is in any mixed state. Thus,
our result is also applicable to the well-known case of
decoherence due to a thermal environment [4].
One might worry that in such generalizations, the loss
of purity can be due to either entanglement, or just the
in-flow of non-purity from the other subsystem. Thus
the timescale can only be understood as the decoherence
timescale instead. Such point of view is not incorrect,
but we provide an alternative picture to circumvent that
problem. When systems A and B are generally mixed,
but not correlated or entangled with each other, one can
introduce two hidden systems: A′ which purifies A, and
B′ which purifies B. Our same calculation then applies
to the entanglement between (A′A) and (B′B) without
ambiguity. Since the hidden systems has no dynamics, it
is natural that the entanglement timescale depends only
on the states of A and B. In fact, the two forms of
correlated quantum uncertainty, Eq. (16) and (20), both
are well-defined and calculable on mixed subsystems.
Finally, we should point out that our result sounds a
serious warning call to the unitarity of QFT in curved
spacetime. If the theory of quantum gravity exists, then
QFT in curved spacetime is a semi-classical approxima-
tion. The geometry is a subsystem that we only have clas-
sical descriptions. Quantum uncertainty plays no spe-
cific role in a classical description. However, as we have
shown, quantum uncertainty is what controls entangle-
ment. Thus, within the semi-classical framework, it is
impossible to guarantee that QFT does not become en-
tangled with geometry and loses its subsystem unitarity.
Such issue was already discussed by examples in [8, 9].
Armed with the simple result here, we will come back to
the unitarity problem of QFT in a future paper [10].
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